Face coverings are required for all guests of Orlando Science Center ages 3 and up, regardless of vaccination status. This policy is subject to change. Orlando Science Center is monitoring conditions and will revise this policy when transmission rates in our area reach moderate to low levels.

What We’re Doing:

• Staff are required to wear face coverings.
• Staff will routinely clean high-touch and horizontal surfaces and materials.
• Staff will keep a respectful distance.

What We’re Asking of You:

• Face coverings are required for all visitors ages 3 and up.
• Please be mindful of everyone's personal space.
• For STEM 2 Go Programs, please provide accessible hand washing station.
• For more information visit www.osc.org/reopening-plan

An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place where people are present. COVID-19 is an extremely contagious disease that can lead to severe illness and death. According to the CDC, senior citizen and visitors with underlying medical conditions are especially vulnerable. By visiting the Orlando Science Center you voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to COVID-19. We cannot guarantee you will not be exposed during your visit. We appreciate your cooperation during this unprecedented time.